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arena has invoked the warrior spirit and divine flavor 
of Japanese tradition in the launch of a special new kit, 

the Bishamon Collection, to get behind its team 
at 2021’s premier sporting spectacle.
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THE BISHAMON STORY 

USA Swimming and arena are proud to lift the curtain on the brand new, one-of-a-kind 
Team USA Bishamon Collection that will be worn by the US National Team in next 
summer’s most prestigious swimming event. 

"arena has truly outdone themselves with the Bishamon Collection, not only creating 
stylish pieces for both our athletes and fans but so seamlessly marrying the rich 
tradition of the Japanese culture with the heart and soul of our team,” USA Swimming 
Chief Commercial Officer Shana Ferguson said. “We look forward to seeing these pieces 
on the world stage, as well as across the social realm from all the fans cheering us on at 
home.” 

“We are honored to be the Exclusive Outfitter of the United States national swim team.  
From the first days of our partnership, our primary objective was to fully integrate the 
USA National Team staff into our product development process to ensure that our 
National Team range wasn’t just the best looking apparel on the global stage, but also 
met the demanding specifications of the worlds best swim team” says Mark Pinger, 
General Manager for arena North America.

Arena, the Exclusive Outfitter of the U.S. swim team since 2013, invoked the warrior 
spirit and divine favor of Japanese tradition in the launch of the Bishamon Collection. 
One of the Seven Gods of Fortune in Japanese folklore, Bishamon (or Bishamonten) 
is an armour-clad warrior god, a guardian deity who protects and brings divine favor in 
battle. He carries a spear in one hand and, in the other, a pagoda symbolizes a divine 
treasure house, whose contents he both guards and gives away. 

The USA Bishamon Collection honors this spirit, celebrating the fighter that exists in 
everyone, and supporting them with arena’s distinctive armor so that they can be at their 
very best during the heat of the battle, whether it’s in a global competition pool or a 
community center training session. 

For the collection’s design, arena combined the Bishamon’s warrior expression with 
the pattern of his armor, the Bishamon Kikko, inspired by the shell of a tortoise and 
representing longevity and good luck. The result is a design that symbolizes both 
protection and good fortune, with a singular ultimate goal: victory.
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THE GLOBAL 
BISHAMON OFFER
FOR THE RACE

arena’s global Bishamon 
Collection features limited 
editions of the Powerskin Carbon 
Glide racing suits. 
In elegant black with the stylized 
Bishamon-Kikko emblem in 
turquoise emblazoned on the 
front, the Carbon Glide is arena’s 
fl agship suit designed to help 
athletes perform at their very best, 
and is available in men’s jammers, 
and women’s full body open back 
version.

FOR THE RACE
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POWERSKIN CARBON GLIDE
The most advanced, sophisticated racing suit arena has ever designed, 
the Carbon Glide gives the swimmer a sensational underwater glide and 
feeling of speed unlike any other. 

WOMEN'S CARBON GLIDE OPEN BACK

MSRP: $ 600.00

MEN'S CARBON GLIDE JAMMER 

MSRP: $ 435.00

OG HOODIE 
Brushed baby fl eece pullover hoodie with dark grey 
heather torso and black sleeves and hood.  Turquoise 
Bishamon symbol on left chest and hood. 

PULLOVER - MSRP: $ 65.00

OG RAGLAN T-SHIRT 
Cotton jersey in dark grey heather with 
black sleeves / shoulders and a turquoise 
Bishamon design on front center (large) and 
back neck (small).   

MSRP: $ 25.00
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COBRA CORE SWIPE MIRROR 
GOGGLES
Featuring wide vision and superior 
comfort at top speed, with mirror lenses 
and Swipe technology, the best anti-fog 
technology available. 5 interchangeable 
nose pieces, dual strap.

MSRP: $ 55.00

COBRA ULTRA SWIPE MIRROR 
GOGGLES
Supreme hydrodynamics and optimum 
vision combine in arena’s premium 
racing goggles. Revolutionary Swipe 
Anti-Fog technology – which is activated 
by a simple rub of the finger – preserves 
clear vision up to 10 times longer than 
before, so swimmers no longer have 
to be concerned with goggles fogging 
up. Sleek, watertight design with low 
profile lenses, high-tech moulding and 
blade-like contours minimize drag and 
improve glide, while lens curvature 
dramatically increases peripheral and 
frontal vision.

MSRP: $ 70.00
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AIRSPEED MIRROR  
GOGGLES
Innovative air seals with a honeycomb 
construction are designed to compress 
and adapt to the face, distributing 
pressure only where needed. 
The result is a super-light feeling, as 
if you’re not even wearing goggles. 
Cool, hydrodynamic design for optimum 
performance.

MSRP: $ 30.00

SWEDIX MIRROR  
GOGGLES
The practicality of the classic Swedish 
goggles with rubber coating for added 
comfort and split lenses for enhanced 
vision.

MSRP: $ 18.00
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WOMEN'S USA CHALLENGE BACK
Full front lining and contemporary open-back 
cutout design with thin straps and medium 
height leg cut for maximum freedom of 
movement and support where it’s needed most. 
In dark blue with grey patterns, Bishamon-styled 
stars & stripes and turquoise Bishamon design 
on front torso.

All swimwear in the USA Bishamon 
National Team Range is manufactured 
with arena’s exclusive MaxLife fabric.  
This PBT construction – using a specially 
engineered PE yarn for superior elasticity – 
combines excellent fit and power retention 
performance with maximum durability. 

MaxLife suits are quick-drying and 
highly resistant to chlorine, making them 
extremely durable and designed to retain 
>95% of their original stretch and recovery 
after more than 240 hrs of intense use.

THE USA BISHAMON NATIONAL TEAM RANGE

SWIMWEAR

MSRP: $ 78.00
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WOMEN'S USA SWIM PRO BACK
Full front lining and conservative cutout design 
with thick straps and increased back coverage for 
excellent bust and waist support, while providing a 
secure, supremely comfortable fit. 
In dark blue with grey patterns, Bishamon-styled 
stars & stripes and turquoise Bishamon design on 
front torso with red straps. 

MEN'S USA JAMMER
Front lining and coverage from mid-waist 
to above the knee, the Bishamon Jammer delivers 
maximum comfort and range of motion. 
In dark blue with stylized grey patterns, 
turquoise Bishamon design and Bishamon-styled 
stars & stripes on the side of each leg.

MEN'S USA SHORT
Featuring a 10 in. short leg design, The Bishamon 
Short offers the perfect combination of conservative 
style and optimum hydrodynamics. Full front lining 
and inner drawstring provide for a comfortable and 
adjustable fit with ultimate support and stability. 
In dark blue with stylized grey patterns, turquoise 
Bishamon design and Bishamon-styled stars & 
stripes on the side of each leg.

MEN'S USA BRIEF
Tailored to stay in place during the most demanding 
training, this 2.75 in. brief offers maximum range of 
motion and minimal drag. Full front lining and inner 
drawstring provide for a comfortable and adjustable fit 
with superior support and stability. In dark blue with 
stylized grey patterns, turquoise Bishamon design and 
Bishamon-styled stars & stripes on front with small 
turquoise Bishamon design on back waist.

MSRP: $ 78.00

MSRP: $ 56.00

MSRP: $ 46.00

MSRP: $ 46.00
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THE USA BISHAMON NATIONAL TEAM RANGE

BEYOND THE POOL – TEAM SPORTSWEAR

OG HALF-ZIP USA SHIRT
Long-sleeve, half-zip in black with Bishamon-styled stars & stripes design on the 
upper chest, turquoise Bishamon design on upper back. 

MEN - MSRP: $ 65.00
WOMEN - MSRP: $ 65.00

OG USA HOODIE
Unisex, in unbrushed fleece with two color options: dark blue with Bishamon-
styled stars & stripes design on the upper chest, full zipper; grey with stylized 
stripe over the top of the hood in US flag colours.  Available in pullover and 
full front zip.  

FRONT ZIP - MSRP: $ 70.00
PULLOVER - MSRP: $ 65.00
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OG RAGLAN USA T-SHIRT
Cotton jersey in dark blue with white 
sleeves/shoulders, Bishamon-styled stars & 
stripes design on the front, and turquoise 
Bishamon design on upper back.

MSRP: $ 25.00

WOMEN'S OG USA TANK TOP
White base tank with with Bishamon-
styled stars & stripes design on the front, 
and turquoise Bishamon design on upper 
back.

MSRP: $ 25.00

MEN'S OG USA BERMUDA
Navy base short with Bishamon-styled 
stars & stripes design on the back, and 
turquoise Bishamon design on back left 
leg.

MSRP: $ 45.00

WOMEN'S OG USA LONG TIGHTS
Small grey Kikko patterns on black, with 
Bishamon-styled stars & stripes design 
wrapped around both lower legs, turquoise 
Bishamon design on front-waist.

MSRP: $ 50.00
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THE BISHAMON RANGE AVAILABILITY
Select pieces in the USA Bishamon range will be 

available starting December 14th, 2020 at 
arenasport.com and through select retailers.

BISHAMON COLLECTION LANDING PAGE
www.arenasport.com/en_us/bishamon

 

SOCIAL MEDIA HASHTAGS

#arenawaterinstinct
#BishamonArmour



FURTHER INFORMATION

arena Press Office 
Cristina Cantoni

arena Global Pr Communication manager
E-mail: c.cantoni@arenawaterinstinct.com

www.arenawaterinstinct.com


